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Abstract. A critical effect found in noninvasive in vivo endomicroscopic imaging modalities is image distortions due to sporadic movement exhibited by living organisms. In three-dimensional confocal imaging, this effect results in a dataset that is tilted across deeper slices. Apart from that, the sequential flow of the imaging–processing pipeline restricts real-time adjustments due to the unavailability of information obtainable only from subsequent stages. To solve these problems, we propose an approach to render Demons-registered datasets as they are being captured, focusing on the coupling between registration and visualization. To improve the acquisition process, we also propose a real-time visual analytics tool, which complements the imaging pipeline and the Demons registration pipeline with useful visual indicators to provide real-time feedback for immediate adjustments. We highlight the problem of deformation within the visualization pipeline for object-ordered and image-ordered rendering. Visualizations of critical information including registration forces and partial renderings of the captured data are also presented in the analytics system. We demonstrate the advantages of the algorithmic design through experimental results with both synthetically deformed datasets and actual in vivo, time-lapse tissue datasets expressing natural deformations. Remarkably, this algorithm design is for embedded implementation in intelligent biomedical imaging instrumentation with customizable circuitry. © 2017 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE)
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1 Introduction

Minimally invasive in vivo imaging of living tissue and cells can be achieved with the laser scanning confocal endomicroscope (LSCEM).1 Since its advent, the LSCEM has been used in a wide range of applications to substitute for painful biopsy procedures.2–5 Its confocal properties enable deep-sectional microscopic imaging achieved by capturing light signals that penetrate through the tissue surface to obtain a three-dimensional (3-D) dataset.

The LSCEM acquires a volume dataset by manually capturing cross-sectional images at incremental depths. However, due to the noninstantaneous capture time for each slice, a critical impact from in vivo living tissue acquisition is inherent: sporadic movement. These movements originate from two main sources: (i) human probe handling as a result of in situ imaging and (ii) movement from living cells and tissue. Traces of movement are undesirable because they distort the images, especially when obtaining a 3-D snapshot of the tissue. In volume imaging, this effect is further exhibited and propagated across deeper slices. Figure 1 illustrates this problem.

Thus, either physical or synthetic compensations are needed to correct these images. Physical compensations involve manually adjusting the imaging probe to minimize distortions. This is challenging because human control cannot guarantee stable probe handling. Moreover, it is difficult to obtain proper indications for an appropriate physical compensation due to human subjectivity and lack of computational analytics.

On the other hand, synthetic compensations can be accomplished with image registration methods6–8 to realign images. These methods generate free-form transformations, which can then be used to correct the images. At the same time, these transformations sufficiently describe the deformations in the current dataset when visualized. This complements physical compensation by providing immediate feedback to the human operator, enabling physical adjustment to the imaging probe and updates to other imaging settings, such as laser source intensities, alignment, and receiver sensitivity, accordingly.

The presence of two different correction avenues in one pipeline is significant. Although computational methods can provide fine, nonrigid deformations at localized areas of the image, a fundamental assumption is that the deformations are relatively small.9 For large displacements, physical correction can be used instead. Because the imaging probe is rigid, physical adjustment of the probe causes displacement to the entire image. Therefore, with an understanding of the current deformation pattern obtained from computational methods, the global displacement can be manually compensated by adjusting the orientation and position of the probe.

To present information about the predicted correctional displacements, we proposed a real-time analytics tool based on the Demons registration algorithm,9 which complemented the imaging pipeline with an additional image registration pipeline. Major technical innovations were made in (i) a visualization mechanism for both real-time rendering of volume data and registration transformations alongside image acquisition and (ii) a system design and demonstration of the new functionality. The algorithmic design is verified by experimental results on both synthetic deformations and actual in vivo tissue datasets.

*Address all correspondence to: Feng Lin, E-mail: asflin@ntu.edu.sg
The problem explored in this work concerns three aspects: medical imaging, image registration, and volume rendering. We extended the use of the registration algorithm from an offline image realignment method into a real-time online feedback mechanism alongside acquisition. Figure 2(a) shows an imaging procedure. Single image slices that are captured from the imaging probe are shown on a slice display. A stack of image slices forms a volume. However, to gain a good understanding of the
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**Fig. 1** Deformations and movement of live mouse tongue tissue captured *in vivo* with an LSCEM. (a) Center slice from image stack, (b) superimposed image of the entire stack. Arrows indicate manually traced deformations of tissue structures across depth stacks.

**Fig. 2** The imaging pipeline: (a) an imaging procedure, (b) a canonical 3-D medical imaging pipeline, and (c) our proposed pipeline.
entire volume dataset, it must be registered and visualized in an external rendering engine. A real-time visualization system for immediate assessment is lacking, and our goal is to develop an integrated design that is suitable to be embedded within modern imaging systems.

The canonical flow 3-D confocal (LSCEM) datasets must go through prior to being visualized is shown in Fig. 2(b). The pipeline presents several shortcomings, albeit well-established ones. First, each process is terminated before initiating the next stage. Useful indicators, which are obtainable only from subsequent stages, can be obtained only after terminating the current process. Thus, adjustments based on these indicators cannot be made without repeating the process. Second, as a result of the separated processes, a new dataset is always reconstructed between processes. This step incurs additional memory costs and computational delays, which are especially crucial in real-time embedded applications.

To mitigate these two problems, we propose a design for visualizing registered datasets in real time. Figure 2(c) illustrates our proposed approach. Instead of a sequential process flow, the three main stages of the imaging pipeline are executed concurrently. A streams-based data structure can effectively pass data through the pipeline as they are acquired or processed in each stage. This is straightforward between the imaging and the registration processes. The output can also be reconstructed and exported at a later time.

In Sec. 2, we introduce the Demons registration algorithm design, regularization, optimization, and transformation. In Sec. 3, the coupling between registration and visualization processes for object-ordered and image-ordered rendering is detailed. A description of the developed visual analytics tool is presented in Sec. 4. Section 5 includes experimental results. Finally, the advantages and future developments are given in Sec. 6.

2 Demons Algorithm Design

2.1 Related Work and Challenges

An integrated imaging-rendering system has been developed using field-programmable gate array,1,10,11 which enables automated acquisition with LSCEM and, subsequently, real-time volume rendering of mucosal tissue. However, rendered results from the system clearly exhibit alignment problems, which indicate a need for complementing registration methods.

Intensity-based registration is a class of registration algorithms that does not require parametric transformations.12 These algorithms produce a dense array of translation vectors for each voxel, indicating its desired deformation. Intensity-based methods are not feature dependent, and do not require a preliminary feature extraction step. The Demons algorithm2 (henceforth referred to as Demons) is a prominent intensity-based, nonrigid registration algorithm, which registers nonlinear image transformations by modeling the deformations as a rapidly diffusing process. This method is well known for its effectiveness and fast convergence2 and is suitable for a wide range of medical applications.3

Rendering of real-time deformable volumes has been developed, notably for texture-based methods.14–16 However, texture mapping algorithms require a complete, static dataset in order to function efficiently, where a proxy geometry that speeds up the rendering process is often created in the prerendering stage. In this case, proxy generation is not feasible because the dataset cannot be readily used in real time.

Object-ordered rendering methods such as splatting17 iterate through volume voxels and project them onto the viewing screen. Thus, rendering volumes with dynamic sizes is intuitively straightforward. On the other hand, image-ordered ray-casting18 rendering is also able to render volumes of dynamic sizes. This is achievable by dynamically updating render parameters, including dataset thickness.

Well-known functional deformation methods such as spatial ray deflectors19 bend the rays within a 3-D space in the opposite direction of the deformation. Ray-casting rendering of free-form deformation (FFD) volumes known as inverse ray deformation20 has been presented using B-spline functions. This method bends the ray paths instead of the volume, bypassing the need for an intermediate deformed volume. Recently developed methods specially targeted at the graphics hardware pipeline21,22 deform images using parameterized functions. However, the computational costs of FFD methods increase exponentially with a larger amount of overlapping deformation functions. Especially, dense biomedical datasets such as living tissue require sufficiently complex parametric deformation models to achieve high accuracy, and this impairs computational performance.

In this paper, we replace the functional deformations with displacement vectors computed using the Demons algorithm. We focus on the coupling between the registration and visualization processes. Our method omits the reconstruction stage in the main real-time operational flow between these processes by injecting the registration transformation through a vantage opening within the volume rendering pipeline.

2.2 Image Registration with Demons

Our registration model is specifically designed for the registration of slice images acquired from the LSCEM system. We assume that distortions occur within each slice; i.e., sheared motion is exhibited in a 2-D plane parallel to the imaged plane. Also, due to the small physical distance (4 μm) between consecutive slices,2 adjacent slices can be assumed to have a high correlation where unwanted motion is relatively small. With these notions, each slice can be registered against the previously transformed slice to an appropriate tolerance level.

In general, the dataset is represented as an isotropic volume set \( V \), which is obtained by sampling data points of regularly spaced intervals. A sequence of 2-D planes perpendicular to the imaging probe direction is captured across incrementing depths, forming a volume. A consolidation of \( k \) number of consecutive slices forms a 3-D dataset: \( V = \{ I_k | k = 1, \ldots, k_{\text{max}}, k \in \mathbb{Z}^+ \} \). In order to realign these slices, the transformation is a deformation within each individual slice, i.e., interslice registration. Here, two image slices are involved: a reference (fixed) image \( I_F \) and a target (moving) image \( I_M \). With a 2-D transformation denoted by \( T = [U_x, U_y] \), where \( U_x \) and \( U_y \) are matrices representing displacements in the \( x \)- and \( y \)-direction, the registration model is

\[
I_M^T = I_F: \quad I_F(x, y) = I_M[x + U_x(x, y), y + U_y(x, y)]. \tag{1}
\]

With the transformation operator \( \ast \) denoting the expression in Eq. (1), an optimal transformation \( T_{\text{opt}} \) according to a certain similarity metric \( D \) is thus

\[
T_{\text{opt}} = \arg \max_T D[I_F, I_M \ast T]. \tag{2}
\]
Several similarity measures to represent $D$ may be adopted, depending on the type of targeted dataset and the feature of its desired outcome. General measures include sum-of-square errors\textsuperscript{22} and correlation coefficient.\textsuperscript{9}

### 2.3 Demons Displacement

Based on the optical flow model, the Demons algorithm\textsuperscript{9} computes a displacement vector that transforms $M$ as closely as possible to match $F$. Our approach is straightforward: continuously deforming $M$ with an incremental transformation, which minimizes the energy difference between the transformed image and reference image.

An accelerated variant\textsuperscript{23} of Demons is selected, such that the displacement vector is not bounded solely by the fixed image gradient $\nabla I_F$, where $\nabla$ is the gradient operator. This variant aims to mitigate the inefficiency experienced by a small fixed image gradient. Given the accumulated displacement across iterations $t$ to be $T_t = T_{t-1} + u$ and $I_{M_t} = I_{M_{t-1}} \cdot T_{t-1}$, the accelerated Demons displacement $u$ is

$$u = \frac{(I_{M_t} - I_F) \cdot \nabla I_F}{\|\nabla I_F\|^2 + \|I_{M_t} - I_F\|^2} + \frac{(I_{M_t} - I_F) \cdot \nabla I_{M_t}}{\|\nabla I_{M_t}\|^2 + \|I_{M_t} - I_F\|^2},$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\| \cdot \|$ is the $l_2$-norm.

### 2.4 Regularization, Optimization, and Transformation

Estimating the nonrigid deformation between matching image pairs is an ill-posed problem. For instance, all points with the same intensity value in the moving image can theoretically be mapped into a same point in the fixed image with an identical value. This produces a solution with a high similarity metric score, despite being inaccurate.

To solve the problem, additional spatial constraints must be incurred. We use a regularization process to alleviate the ill-posedness and bound local transformations together by relating neighborhood displacements. An analogy of this effect will be a force exerted on a point within the volume that should also displace its neighborhood to some extent. It has been deduced that regularization plays a crucial role in determining the accuracy and robustness of nonrigid registration.\textsuperscript{22} The choice of the kernel is dependent on the type of dataset and the anticipated transformation. The Gaussian low-pass filter is chosen in the regularization operation as

$$u'(x, y) = \frac{1}{\eta} \sum_p \sum_q G(p, q) u(x + p, y + q),$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\eta$ is the normalization factor and $G(\cdot)$ is the regularization kernel function. Finally, we implement an iterative model in solving the registration problem. This is done by continuously updating the transformation $T_t = T_{t-1} + u'$.

The terminating criterion for each slice is subject to either one of two factors: (i) as soon as the transformation count exceeds a predefined number of iterations or (ii) when the slices match each other closely enough according to the designated similarity measure, fulfilling Eq. (2).

Our proposed registration method has a unique characteristic in which the deformation model is readily embedded within the regularization of the Demons displacements. Thus, the deformation profile is represented as an array of point-displacement vectors without further modeling. As compared with inverse-ray-deformation methods\textsuperscript{20} or parametric methods,\textsuperscript{12,24} functional deformation kernels or additional modeling constraints are not required. Therefore, in our ray-deformation model, sampled points are displaced by $T$.

### 3 Demons Deformable Volume Rendering

We address the integration of deformations for two basic modes of direct volume rendering: object-ordered and image-ordered rendering. The proposed pipeline to integrate Demons registration and volume rendering is shown in Fig. 3.

The Demons displacement, in the form of a vector array, is passed into two stages of the rendering pipelines. Deformation occurs where the dataset voxels are sampled. Figure 4 shows an illustration of voxel displacement models with Demons in object-ordered and image-ordered rendering.

#### 3.1 Object-Ordered Rendering

In object-ordered rendering, a projection of each voxel on the viewing screen is first computed. The voxel values are then composited with the screen pixels at the projected position. For a detailed description, the reader can refer to Ref. 17.

In our proposed design, we compute the corresponding screen projections while iterating through the voxel locations.
To incorporate deformation, the voxel values that are compos-
ited with screen pixels are obtained by resampling the voxel ... [see Fig. 4(a)]

\[
I = V(S + T). \tag{5}
\]

Algorithm 1 illustrates this process.

### 3.2 Image-Ordered Rendering

Image-ordered rendering, or ray-casting, casts imaginary rays toward the data object and samples points along the ray. Sampled points on a common ray are combined together to obtain a rendered image. In our proposed design, we deflect the sampling points along each ray with deformable forces.

We draw distinctions from functional deformation methods and FFD models. Our method does not deflect the ray path itself directly; rather, we cast the ray that samples the dense transformation matrix \( T \). Then, the displacements are combined with the spatial coordinates to indicate the voxel position to be sampled in the captured dataset.

Given the center of projection of the scene \( C_{\text{proj}} \) from the ray origin on the screen \( P \), a ray is cast in the direction...
The sampling point coordinates \( S \) are thus
\[
S = P + cr,
\]
where \( c \) is the sampling point coefficient starting from 0 at the point of origin of each pixel on the image plane.

The transformation \( T \) is then sampled at \( S \) using an interpolation function to obtain the displacement of sampled point \( T(S) \), and the sampled voxel intensity is
\[
I = V[S + T(S)].
\]

Algorithm 2 illustrates this process.

There are two sampling stages that are involved in the image-ordered deformable rendering method. First, the deformation matrix is sampled (step 7), which gives the resultant displacement vectors of the sampled points. Next, the dataset is sampled at the displaced locations (step 8).

4 Visual Analytics for Registration

In order to understand the registering images, a visual analytical tool that provides real-time feedback to the operator is developed. The feedback system is shown in Fig. 5. Processes operate within their own iterative loop in parallel, and data are communicated through each block.

We identified multiple useful real-time indicators to be presented, which include the following:

i. Rendered images: modes including maximum intensity projection (MIP), averaging, and nearest point are supported. Three different datasets are rendered: fixed image, captured image, and Demons-registered image. Figure 6 shows rendered images of a swine tongue surface dataset captured using an LSCEM.

ii. Intensity rendering of the captured slice visualized as discrete points in space. This is shown in Fig. 7(a) as a regularly spaced point grid of intensity values. The points are sampled at fixed spaces and are used as points of origin for their respective displacement vectors to depict the transformation profile as (iii) below.

iii. Transformation profile of the previous registered slice. Used for comparing against the current transformation profile. This profile is fixed and shown in Fig. 7(a) as yellow lines.

iv. Real-time update of the current transformation profile, computed with Eq. (3). The profile is fixed and shown in Fig. 7(a) as red vector lines.

Combined with the average displacement values in the \( x \)- and \( y \)-directions, the user can adjust the probe in the proper direction to reduce the displacement magnitude.

![Fig. 5 Flow diagram of the coupled imaging–registration–rendering pipelines.](image)

![Fig. 6 Volume-rendered images of the swine tongue dataset: (a) fixed image as ground truth, (b) distorted moving image, and (c) Demons-registered dataset of (b) against (a).](image)
This provides a rigid compensation and may speed up the convergence for registration.

v. Transformation magnitude profile presented as a grayscale image, which represents the normalized magnitude of the transformation at each point. This depicts the distribution of forces that are currently present to deform the image, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Densely shaded areas with higher intensity denote larger displacement magnitudes.

This image is obtained by

\[ I_{MP}(x, y) = \frac{|T(x, y)|}{\max(|T|)}. \]  

(9)

vi. The center of gravity of images (CoGi) for the previous slice and current iteration of the captured slice is also provided, as shown in Fig. 7(a). The coordinates are obtained by

\[ \text{CoGi}_I = \frac{1}{N} \sum_i m_i r_i, \]  

(10)

where \( m_i \) is the mass intensity of voxel \( i \) at position \( r_i \) and \( N \) is the sum of all intensity values. A schematic of the displacement forces and the CoGi is shown in Fig. 8.

If the voxels are transformed in a consistent direction, the CoGi will be pulled toward that direction of transformation. Likewise, if the change in CoGi is minimal, the translation component in the transformation is small. In Fig. 7(a), the CoGi is shown as white (previous) and green (current) solid points. The change in CoGi is small because the current and previous centers are close. However, there is significant displacement activity observed from the transformation magnitude profile. This suggests a nontranslational transformation and thus rotating the probe instead according to the direction may mitigate the required adjustment.

5 Experimental Results

We use a threshold of 1% error in our experiments. We demonstrate our approach using volume datasets captured from imaging experiments on biological tissue. Due to our intent for this design to perform in real time, only core operations of the rendering processes are preserved. Additional computations, which are nonfundamental, are omitted to save computational costs and render the dataset as is. Thus, we do not compare against full processing methods for each stage. A software version of the design simulates the pipeline on the CPU.

5.1 Real-Time Rendering of Demons Deformable Datasets

To demonstrate image registration, a swine tongue dataset captured with confocal microscopy is used. The full dataset is 19 slices thick with a resolution of \( 1024 \times 1024 \). Synthetic smooth deformation generated using a spherical filter is applied to this dataset to obtain a deformed dataset. The original nondeformed dataset serves as the ground truth. The datasets are registered and visualized with MIP in our experiments, as shown in Fig. 9 as renderings at increasing slice counts.

Experiments on a living tissue dataset of a Drosophila muscle obtained from \textit{in vivo} experiments\textsuperscript{25} are also performed. In this experiment, two datasets of the same tissue captured at different times are used. This sufficiently indicates natural
deformations of living tissue. They contain 29 slices with a resolution of $1024 \times 1024$ across $0.67 \times 0.67 \times 2.2 \, \mu m^3$. The fixed and moving images are recorded 60 min apart.

Figure 10 shows registration–rendering results using the averaging compositing scheme. This experiment demonstrates the registration and visualization of natural deformations in living tissue. There are two different conditions under which this real-time registration–visualization pipeline is useful: (i) realignment of slices against each other due to prolonged capture time, which is a limitation of modern imaging modalities;

5.2 Visualization of Deformations for Physical Correction

In this experiment, we show the use of visualizing Demons displacement profiles for analyses under actual circumstances, The Drosophila muscle datasets captured at different points of time are shown in Fig. 11. The deformities expressed by these datasets are natural deformations due to biological functions and motion; no synthetic alterations are imposed.

In this experiment, we assume the dataset captured at $t = 0$ to be our ground truth dataset, whereas the $t = 60$ min dataset is assumed to be the live in vivo dataset. Due to naturally occurring biological functions, i.e., metamorphosis in this case, the captured dataset at $t = 60$ min exhibits nonrigid motion at localized areas within the slices. In applications with large time gaps between acquired images, the displacement information should be captured and correction is undesirable. In these cases, the visualization of these deformities is useful for providing a clear indication of such movements for analyses where areas with higher displacements can be observed, as shown in Fig. 11.

Finally, to highlight the significance of rendering deformations for correction and realignment, we present distinctions between a default unaltered dataset and one that is Demons registered. Figure 12 shows renderings of a naturally deformed Drosophila cell nuclei dataset. Renderings are shown at different dataset thicknesses during acquisition. It is observable that without registration, the movement of cells quickly dissolves the information at an early acquisition stage. Registration of the dataset is performed by matching each newly acquired slice with an adjacent registered slice captured at the previous depth level. Only the first slice is unaltered. With registration, the effects of movements are mitigated, resulting in a more apprehendable visualization.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we described a design to perform real-time visualization of Demons-registered datasets alongside acquisition, intended for embedded applications. This provides close coupling within the imaging pipeline to provide visual cues of the capturing dataset in real time, allowing immediate evaluation of the quality of acquisition on the fly. This also removes the reconstruction stages that separate each process, saving computations and preserving a minimal memory footprint. We demonstrated the use of this pipeline with: (i) a synthetically deformed swine tongue dataset and (ii) a time-lapse in vivo Drosophila muscle dataset.
This paper also addressed a critical problem in noninvasive in vivo imaging of live tissue: sporadic movement that manifests as distortions in datasets. We proposed a real-time Demons visual analytics tool to complement the imaging pipeline with an image registration pipeline. With this tool, it is possible to obtain immediate feedback and apply responsive measures such as physically adjusting the imaging probe.

We presented the implemented algorithms and specifications and detailed the type of information visualized to the human user. Innovations include a visualization mechanism that integrates rendering, registration, and acquisition within a single pipeline and a proposed system design for the new functionalities. Verification is presented through demonstration using experimental results of synthetically deformed datasets and actual in vivo datasets acquired from confocal imaging.

This design is specifically described for embedded implementations in biomedical imaging instrumentation, toward an integrated system that includes all necessary stages in the confocal imaging pipeline. Future work includes detailed analysis for fully customizable hardware architectures for performance analysis. This is to provide a comprehensive understanding of this proposed design as an embedded solution for imaging methods. Because the system is useful as an analytics tool,
additional real-time analytical features such as cancer diagnosis and high-quality volume rendering extensions\textsuperscript{28,29} can also be included in the pipeline.
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